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INFLUENCE OF THE ORIFICE ON MEASURED PRESSURES.

By Paul E. Hemke.
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Summary

The influence of different orifices on ihe result of meas-

uring the same pressure distributions is the subject of this

note. A circular cylifier is exposed to an air stream peqen-

dicular to its axis and its pressure distribution is re~eatedly

determined. .The p~essure on the greater part of the upstream

half of the cylinder apparently increases when the orifice size

increases. The pressures measured on the downstream half ofL

the cylinder do not @ange for the orifice sizes used in the*.
tests. Rounding the edge of an orifice has the same effect as

increasing its size.

The maxirnm value of the ratio of orifice diameter to radi-

us of curvature of the surface in the plane of motion, for which

no measurable error was found, is given. Values of this ratio

for orifices as used in aircraft and model airfoils mere found

to be much less than the maximum ratio.
.

The air pressure

& measured by providing

*

Introduction

acting on an aircraft in flight is usually

an orifice at the investigated point and
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connecting this orifice to a manometer by means of

measuring pressure distributions over the sur&eeces

foils in the wind tunnel the sane method is used.

2

a tube. When

of model aj.r-

In the latter

case the ratio

the surface at

ferent than in

of orifice diameter to t“heradius of curvature of

the point under investigation may he quite dif-

the full-size airplane. In eitlnercase no stand-

ard size.of orifice is used nor is any information available

which will tell the investigator what errors he,may expect when.

he varies the size of the orifice or in some other way changes

its shape.

The present investigation

size and s~ape on the pressure,

deals with the effect of orifice

recorded at a designated point

on a body placed in an air stream. This effect was measured by
.

making pressure distributions over a circular cylinder placed

in an air strean so that its axis is perpendicular to the direc-

tion of the stream.

Apparatus

-1.. The Six-Inch Kind !lunne~.

The tests were made in the six-inch wind tunnel of the

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory.

A photograph of tkis tunnel is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 is .

e diagrammatic sketch showing the esscntinl features of the

tunnel.
..

A Sturtevant.multivane blower B, driven by a 3; HP. varia-

r b~e speed, D.C. motor M, fo~ces the air through the passages ,

—
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P. Three sets of vanes V, turn the air stream through 90°

the requisite number of times until at Cz, the entrlancecone,
)
the air moves horizontally from left to right as seen in Fig, 2.

After traversing the working section A, the air enters the

exit cone Ca, and thence passes into the blower B.

● The passa~es P, aze of wood construction and rectangular

in cross section. The horizontal passage is cmstructed so

that its cross sebtions gradually increase in area from right

to left. The entrance cone C, is an aiuminum casting. The

section at one end is a scparc. This is gradually changed until

it becomes a circle of much smaZler cross section. The cone

. terminates in a cylindrical piece 8 inches long, having a circu- .

lar cross section 6 inches inside diameter..

The exit cone, also an aiuminum casting, has a bell-shaped

mouth and for the remainder of its length is a circular cylinder ‘

of constant cross section. It is fastened to the blower by means

of c sheet metal sleeve.

A honeyconb H, is placed just in front of the entrance

cone. The air velocity is fairly constant and with proper

alignment of the entrance and exit cones, there is very little

“spilling over“ at the m~mth of the exit cone. The air veloci-

ty can be varied from 20 M.P.H. to 118 N.P.H.

2 . A.ppa~atus for the Orifice Tests..

A photograph of the apparatus in place in the tunnel is
●

shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4.is a diagramd.aticsketch of the appa~r%us...
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It consists of a braasscylinder 1 inch in diameter, and 8

inches long. The cylinder is placed symmetrically in the air

stream so that its axis is at right angles to the latter. A .—

hole coaxial with the cylinder extends from o.ncend to the center

of t-hecylinder. This hole is connected at one end by means of

a rubber tube to a ~.ammeter. At the other end it is connected

by-means of a radial kole to an orifice on the surface of the

cylinder.

A circular disc gra~uated in degrees is fastened-to one end

of “thecyli~der. The angular position of the zadial hole termi-

nating in the orifice is then known.
.

Method of Xaking Tests
.

The tests consistd in making pressure distributions around
● ---

the cylinder for each type of orifice used. Prcssur3s were re-

cor&ed at intervals of Z&” to 10°. The dynamic pressure was

held as constant as po~sible. Its magnitude was measured by

means of a stati”cplate located on the side of the tunnel just

ahead of the entrance cc~e. This static plate “hadbeen previ-

ously calibrated again% a pitot static tube placed in the WGrk-

ing or test section of the tunnel.

Each orifice ms tested for two d;namic pressures corre-

sponding to 4 in. and 12 in. of water, respectively. The ori-

fices varied in diameter from .008 in. to .250 in. There were
●

two sezies of these orifices, one having s“~rp edges and the

● other ronded edges.
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Results

~O~f~ces with Sham Edzes.

The tests show that the measured pressu~e varies chiefly

over the forward or upstream side of the cylinder as the orifice

size is changed. If the sta~tion pcint of the flow coincides.

with the zero position of the orifice, then the changes observed

are limited to the 0° - SOO range of orifice positions. No ap-

preciable change occurs in th”einterval 90° - lsOO, even for

the greatest change made in t-heorifice diaweter. This is shown

in Figs 6 and 7, where the pressure distributions are platted .

for tl.e~anallestand Iar.gcs$orifices. The minimum values of

“ the pressure recorded differed in this instance by 17 per cent

fron the dynazmicpressure.

In Figs. 8 and 9 the pressures recorded at certain stations

on the cylinder are plotted against orifice diameters. The

pressures change slowly up to diametezs of :06 in. Thereafter

the changes are more rapid, particularly at the ~0° s’ation.

Let R= ratio of orifice diameter to radius of curvature

of the surface at the point where the orifice is lccated. The

air flow is assumed to be two dimensional.’ We assume further

that the pressures measured with the snaller orifices are prac-

tically correct. It appczrs then from the curves in Tigs. 8

and 9 that practically no error in the pressures measured occurs

“tihenR = .06, The e.xyerimentalerror was nbcut 2 per cent of

th~edynamic pressure. The error increases proportionally up to
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a value of R = .12 where it is 5 per cent of the dynamic pres- ,

sure. Thereafter the errors increase rapidly.

The tests for the two Reynolds Numbers corresponding to the

two velocities used show a close

. Orifices with Rounded Edaes.2

a,grc~e~t.

The series of rounded orifices used were constructed as

shown in Fig. 5. A sharp edge orifice (a), of diameter d

was first tested. The edges were then rounded to a radius r,

as shown in (b), and this new orifice ~Ps then tested. The

next orifice in the series (c), was then made having a diame-

ter d + 2r and sharp edges..

In all cases tested the difference between the pressure dis-
●

tributions obtained when orifices of type (b) and the next in

the series of type (c) were used, did not exceed the experi-

mental error. Fig. 10 shows a typical curve cmnparing the pres-

sure distributions obtained when using a rounded and sha~” edge

orifice.

Conclusions

The tests show that with the cylinder of 1 in. diameter,

orifices of diameter .06 in. may be used without seriously af-

fecting the pressure distribution over the cylinder.

If the pressure distribution obtained for tQe smallest ori-
.

fice is considered as standard, then i’tiis possible to make cer-

.
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tain conclusions for the larger ones. If the ratio of orifioo

diameter to radius of curvature of the surface in the plane of

the motion (twcIdimensional) is .0S, the pressures are not in

errox by uore than 2 per cent of the dynamic pressure. For

values.of this ratio equal to .12 the errors do not exceed 5
.—

per cent of the dynmic ~zessure. With larger values of the
.

same ratio the variations from.the standard nre irregular and

more rapid as well as lar~er.

On this basis of comparison tests made on models are feirly

accurate as far as orifice diameter is concorne(i. For the pres-

sure distribution tests made at the Langley Meaorial Aeronautic-

● al Laboratory the largest value of the ratio of orifice dianeter

●
to radius of curvature of tb.>wing section was found to be about

.005. On full-sized airplanes this zatio is considerably less.
.

.

.
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Fig.2 Sketch of N,A.U.A. six inoh wind tumnel.
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Fig.6 Pressure distribution with orifices of different diameters.
●
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Fig.7 Pressure distribution with orificesof different diameters,
a
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Pressure for
two

-1

orifice positions 90°-1800 plot aa horizontal Unes located between
dotted lines. Dynamic pressure 5 inches of water.

2 ‘-o .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 ,20 .22 ,24 .26

Orifice diameter (in.)

Fig.8 Presmre at variou orifice posit.io~splotted against orifice diameter.
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Pressure? for orifice pOsitionB 90°-1800plot e.shorizontal lines located between
~wo do~~ed lines. Uynamic pressure 2 inches of water.
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Fig.9 Pressure at various orifice positions plotted againd orifice diameter. ~,
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Fig.10 Pressure distribution with sharp and round edge orifices.”


